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Abstract. The equivalence problem for multiplicity sets of regular languages i shown to be 
undecidable. 
1. Introduction 
A set with multiplicity is a set K equipped with a universal set U ~ K and a 
multiplicity function M: U~N (N denotes the positive semiring of nonnegative 
integers). The usual interpretation is that an element cr of U belongs to K with 
multiplicity aM (or "aM times"). The multiplicity set of a set K with multiplicity 
is UM. 
As far as regular languages over a finite alphabet ~ are concerned, there is a 
natural way of defining multiplicity: U equals ~* and aM equals the number of 
ways in which a is accepted by a (nondeterministic) finite automaton recognizing 
the language. This is the approach taken in [3, Chapter VI]. (For another approach, 
see [9, Theorem 11.5.6].) The class of such multiplicity functions equals the class of 
functions ~* ~N having matrix representations, that is, functions for which there 
exist a positive integer k, a vector I ~ N k (the initial vector), a morphism/z from ,~* 
to the monoid of endomorphisms (matrices) on N k and a morphism T: N k -~ N (the 
terminal morphism ) such that 
aM = Ictlz T for all c~ ~ Z*. 
We show that it is undecidable of two bounded regular languages with multi- 
plicities whether or not their multiplicity sets are equal. 
2. The result 
We begin with a lemma on representation f polynomials. 
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Lemma 2.1. Let p(n~,. . , rim) be a polynomial with coefficients in N. Then there exist 
(effectively) a positive integer k, a vector I ~ N k, endomorphisms E~, . . . ,  Em on N k, 
and a morphism T: ~k_,  N such that 
p (n , , . . . ,  rim) = IE'~, . . .  E~,,.T. 
Proof. Cf. [9, Theorem II.11.1]. [] 
Theorem 2.2. /t is undecidable of two bounded regular languages with multiplicities 
whether or not their multiplicity sets are equal. 
Proof. Let p l (n i , . . . ,  nm)  and p2(nl , . . . ,  nm) be a pair of (arbitrary) polynomials 
with coefficients in ~. The unsolvability of Hilbert's tenth problem implies that there 
is no algorithm that decides of each such pair the solvability of the equation 
P l (n l ,  . . . , r im)=p2(n l , . . . ,  n,,,) (1) 
in t~. It suffices, therefore, to construct two bounded regular languages with multi- 
plicities uch that their multiplicity sets are equal if and only if (1) has no solutions 
in t~. 
Let $, A i , . . . ,  Ak, B~, . . . ,  Bk, C, D, F be a set of generators of I~ 2k÷4. By Lemma 
2.1 we can give representations of 1 +p~ and 1 +P2 over (A1,.. . ,  Ak) and (B i , . . . ,  Bk), 
respectively, for a sufficiently large positive integer k, say 
and 
1+ p!(n l , . . . ,  n,,,) = I~E'~{... E'~g 7"1 
1 +p2(n l , . . . ,  nm)= I2E21... E~gT2 
(here { V) denotes the submonoid of N 2k+4 generated by V c 1~12k+4). 
We then define the endomorphisms J~, J2,-/3, G I , . . . ,  Gin, H~, HE on t~ 2k+4 as 
follows. We give only parts of the definitions, the remaining parts being arbitrary. 
S J1 = Ii + C + I2, 
We then 
S J2 = D + C, DJ  2 = D,  
SJ3= C + F, FJ3= F, 
CG, = C, AjO, = AjEI,, 
DHI = D, FHI = F, 
cn2  = C, A.in2 = AjT, D, 
have 
C J2 = D + C, 
CJ  3 --- C + F,  
BiG, = BjE2i, 
CH1 = D+ C + F, 
BjH2= BjT2F. 
(1 + p , (n , , . . . ,  n,,,))D+ C+( I  +p2(nl , . . . ,  n,,))F = SJ~ G~I. . .  G~"H2 
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and, for every pair p, q ~ ~ such that p > q > 0, we have 
pD+C+qF=SJ~-qH~ and qD+C+pF=etP -qr rq  ~' J  3 ~t . t  1 • 
Consider then t~ (2k+4)2 as the tensor square of M2k+4 embedded in t~ 2k+4 × t~ (2k+4)2 =
N (2k+4)(2k+5). Define the endomorphism H3 on t~ (2k+4)(2k+5) as follows: 
D(2)H3 = F(2)H3 = (D®F)H3 = (F®D)H3 = (C®D)H3 = (D® C)H3 
= FH3 = DH 3 = S, 
C(2 H3 = ( C ® F)H3 = ( F® C)H3 = = 0 
(again, only the essential parts of the definition are given; ® denotes tensor product 
and X (2~ denotes the tensor square of X).  We have 
(S  X S(2))  ( J l  X j~2) ) (  G I  X O~2))n'  . . . ( (~m X G~))"m (HE X H~ 2)) H 3 = 
= r(1 +p, (n , , . . . ,  nm), 1 +p2(n , , . . . ,  n,,,))S 
and 
(S x S(2))(J2 x J(22))P-q(Hl X H~2))qHa = r(p, q)S, 
(S x S(2))(J 3 x J(32))P-q(H, x H~2))°H3 = r(q, p)S, 
where r(x, y )= (x+y)2+3x+y.  It is well known that r is injective when restricted 
on ~2. 
Let then {JbJ2,J3, g l , . . . ,  g,,, hb h2, h3} be an alphabet. Since 
RI  -+ + .+ + . .  =J2 hl h3 +Ja hl h3 and R2 = Rl +j lg  * . g* h2h3 
are bounded regular languages, we know, by the above (and by [9, Theorems II.4.5 
and II.5.1]) that 
Lt = {0} u {r(p, q)lP, q~N,p>O,  q>0 andp# q} 
and 
L2= L Iu{r ( l+p l (n l , . . . ,  n,,), ! + p2(nb . . . , n,,))l nb . . . , nm eN} 
are multiplicity sets of bounded regular languages with multiplicities. Since r is 
injective on •2, we have the equality L~ = L2 if and only if (1) does not have a 
solution in N. [] 
3. Further discussion 
In accordance with the definition of a commutative N-rational series in [5] we 
define a commutative language with multiplicity as a language with multiplicity such 
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that 
a is obtained from/3 by permuting symbols 
a and/3 have the same multiplicity. 
An analogy of a theorem of Ginsburg and Spanier [4, Theorem 2.1] then holds true: 
A language over {a~,. . . ,  an} with multiplicity is a commutative regular language 
with multiplicity if and only if it is the commutative closure of a regular subset of 
a* . . .  a* with multiplicity (cf. [9, Theorem II.11.1 and its proof]). Hence, we have, 
by Theorem 2.2 and its proof, the following corollary. 
Corollary 3.1. It is undecidable o f  two commutative regular languages with 
multiplicities whether or not their multiplicity sets are e~,,al. 
The cardinality of the alphabet can be reduced to two because we have the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 3.2. Any multiplicity set of  a (bounded) regular language with multiplicity is 
also the multiplicity set o f  a (bounded) binary regular language with multiplicity. 
Proof. Let aM = Ial.rT be a matrix representation of the multiplicity function M 
of a regular language K with multiplicity over {at,. .  •, a,}. Let the representation 
be over N k = (Ab  . . . , Ak). 
Let then A 0 ( i=  1, . . . ,  n and j=  1 , . . . ,  k) be a set of generators of ~nk and 
consider N k as embedded in N nk by identifying A t with Ate. Define then the 
endomorphisms EL and E2 on N "k by 
AoEI = A~ail~, 
AoE2 = A~+x.i for i < n, 
AnjE 2 = A~j, 
and the morphism 7"1 : [~nk ._> [~ by AoT~ = A~T. 
It is easily verified that the multiplicity set of a binary regular language K~ with 
multiplicity represented by I, El, E2 and T1 equals {a l , . . . ,  a,}*M. It is also easily 
seen that if K is bounded, K~ may be assumed to be bounded, too. [] 
Corollary 3.3. It is undecidable o f  two bounded binary regular languages with multi- 
plicities whether or not their multiplicity sets are equal. 
To the author's knowledge, the case is open for unary regular languages with 
multiplicities. For a rather large subclass of multiplicity sets of unary regular 
languages with multiplicities, the equality problem is, however, known to be deci- 
dable. This is the class of the so-called D0L growth sets, for which the equality 
problem was shown to be decidable by Berstel and Nielsen [1]. Extension of D0L 
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growth sets to larger alphabets gives the so-called DTOL growth sets. (For D0L 
growth functions and DTOL growth functions, see [9, Sections 111.7-8].) This gives 
some interest o the following corollary which can be proved by slightly modifying 
the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
Corollary 3.4. The equality problem for DTOL growth sets is undecidable. 
Proof. We first note that DTOL growth functions are closed under multiplication 
and that the characteristic function of the set of prefixes of Rl+jlg*.. .  g'h2 
(respectively R2) is a DTOL growth function. It then suffices to take a positive 
terminal morphism T defined by CT = 1 and AT = 2 for all other generators A of 
N (2k+4)(2k+5) (cf. [9, Exercise 111.7.6]). The idea is that whenever t > 0 belongs to the 
multiplicity set, 2t is in the DTOL growth set, and that, apart from 0 and 4, these 
are the only even numbers in the growth set. [] 
Finally, we want to mention that the proof of Theorem 2.2 is largely inspired by 
the well-known proofs of the fact that the equality problem for sentential forms of 
linear grammars i undecidable, independently discovered by Blattner [2], Rozenberg 
[6], and Salomaa [8]. Rozenberg [7] used an analogous construction to prove that 
the equality problem for the so-called DTOL languages i undecidable. Our construc- 
tion can be used to give a new proof to this fact. Only slight modifications in the 
proofs of Theorem 2.2 and Corollary 3.4 are needed. (These are, in fact, simplifica- 
tions since no tensor squaring is needed and Ha as well as the terminal morphism 
can be omitted.) Due to the 'commutative nature' of our proof, analogous modifica- 
tions will show that the so-called Parikh equivalence problem for DTOL languages 
is undecidable, too; a result which appears to be new. 
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